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Road safety - Sinderins junction 
 

A constituent recently expressed concern about the operation of the 
Sinderins junction, stating: 
 
"I have become increasingly conscious of a potential danger at the foot 
of Blackness Avenue. There seems to be a great increase in traffic flow 
at this junction. 
 
Traffic going east from Perth Road into Hawkhill can take so long that 
the lights change to red forcing traffic turning from Hawkhill into 
Blackness Avenue  to do so on the red light. 
 
Is there a need for a green arrow to allow the Hawkhill into Blackness Avenue traffic safe 
passage?"      

 
I raised the matter with the Head of Transportation at Dundee City Council who has 
responded as follows: 
 
"I have had my staff in Urban Traffic Control (UTC) to have a look at the Sinderins junction 
and the signal settings relating to the right turn from Hawkhill into Blackness Avenue.   
 
The traffic signals allows a significant amount of time for vehicles to make the right turn 
movement up Blackness Avenue after the main road signal turn red.   Once vehicles have 
passed the stopline they are allowed to turn right on a red light as the intergreen periods are 
set up to allow them to do so safely and clear the junction. It is possible to install a right turn 
indicative arrow however this will require a re-analysis of the junction performance and it 
could be detrimental to overall junction capacity.   
 
In the last three and a bit years there has been two slight injury accidents at this location, 
 one involved a pedestrian who was under the influence of alcohol the other one was a rear 
end shunt and did not involve vehicles turning right up Blackness Avenue. 
 
As far as increased traffic levels I would assume that this may be related to roadworks in the 
Central Waterfront area displacing traffic onto other routes such as the Perth Road.  I will 
arrange UTC staff to monitor this junction to see whether this is a prevalent problem during 
the peak periods as this is when the problem is most likely to occur." 



 

 

 

West End Christmas Fortnight  
 

We are making excellent progress with the 2013 events and 

I can advise that the fortnight will include: 

 

Saturday 23rd November :  Launch of Christmas Fortnight 

for the West End at Dundee West Church with a community fayre and the church's Christmas 

coffee morning. 

 

Tuesday 26th November :   Christmas Concert featuring contributions from local schools, a 

pipe band and guest artists.   Followed by Christmas Lights Switch On, Fireworks Display and 

other great activities. 

 

Saturday 30th November :  Blackness Primary School PTA Christmas Fair.  Carol singing by 

Jericho House service users and staff at Perth Road shops. 

 

Saturday 7th December :   Friends of Magdalen Green Christmas Soup and Pudding Lunch and 

primary schools' football competition. 

 

Lots of further information to follow! 

 

Call for review of council's HMO policies  
 

I have called on the City Council to consider a tightening up of 
planning and licensing limits for Houses in Multiple Occupation to 
curtail any further growth in the number HMOs in residential areas 
of Dundee.     There are growing concerns from residents in parts of 
the West End Ward about the proliferation of HMOs and I have cited 
the granting of an HMO licence in an award-winning residential block in the West End as an 
example of a poor licensing decision, which highlights the need to consider operating a lower 
HMO limit outwith immediate higher education campus areas. 
 
The current planning policy adopted by the City Council is : 
 
“POLICY HMO2: AVOIDING EXCESSIVE CONCENTRATION OF HMOS  :   Within the Central 
Dundee Housing Investment Focus Area as identified in the Dundee Local Plan Review 2005, 
planning applications for HMOs that would result in the proportion of licensed HMOs in any 
Census Output Area exceeding 12.5% of the total residential stock will not be supported 
unless there are clear material considerations which would justify permission being granted. 
Purpose built HMO accommodation will be excluded from this assessment. This policy will not 
apply to the area within the city centre as defined in the Local Plan.” 

 
A similar 12.5% limit applies for HMO licence applications and the number of new HMO licence 
approvals in residential areas has to be reduced.   There is clear public support for a lower 
number of Houses in Multiple Occupancy in residential areas.  There needs to be a review of 
the current policies for both licensing and planning purposes and the City Council does have 
to listen to public concern on this important issue. 



 

 

 

West End Heritage Walk 
 
A number of constituents have recently asked me about the new West End Heritage Walk 
publication and the City Council's Outdoor Access Officer has updated me as follows: 
 
The West End Heritage Walk was produced by the Rotary Club of Dundee, written by 
Professor Charles McKean of the University of Dundee and designed and illustrated by 
Blue Square Design. 
 
It has been distributed to libraries across the city and to the University of Dundee. The 
Rotary Club are distributing it to the establishments that have supported with some 
funding such as Nosey Parkers/Queens Hotel, Speedwell Bar and the Deep Sea Restaurant. 
 
It is not available as a pdf, but the content is available on the website that the Rotary 
Club has set up – see http://dundeeheritagewalk.com/walks-west-end.   I have brought some 
paper copies with me to tonight’s Community Council meeting. 

 
Review of bus transport for Harris Academy 

 
The Head of Transportation at the City Council has agreed to my request for a review of the 
way the school bus services for Harris Academy to the decant site at Lawton Road are 
operating.    The main issues are : 
 
a) Involving the bus drivers in managing pupils getting on each bus at the start of the 
route or looking at timing of the three buses – one 11S, two 12S – to manage capacities 
better.   There are instances of one 12S bus getting over-full. 
 
b) Because this 12S fills to capacity, further along the route there are pupils standing on 
stairs, whilst the duplicate with plenty room runs behind.   Pupils waiting at stops naturally 
get on the first bus that comes along;   how are they to know for sure that it’s the first or 
second bus?   There may be a case for either the first 12S if it is nearing capacity by the time 
it reaches Sinderins, to then go direct to Lawton Road via Hawkhill, leaving the second 12S to 
pick up on Perth Road OR have one 12S run only from further down the route slightly earlier. 
 
c) There is absolutely no doubt that the second 12S is required and must continue after 
the October holidays.   The council gave a commitment to run this duplicate bus only until 
the October break but it absolutely must continue after the holiday. 
 
d) Parents feel that the current timing both morning and afternoon is too close to the 
start and end of the timetable.   In the mornings, given that the buses arrive literally a few 
minutes before registration starts, there is something of a mad rush of pupils into the school 
and it only takes the bus to be a few minutes late for pupils to miss the start of registration.   
Starting the services from their point of commencement a little earlier would resolve this. 
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e) Similarly at the end of the school day, the buses leave the school immediately after 
the bell sounds.   Pupils going to collect home economics items for example (as the school 
expects pupils to do who have cooking or baking to take home) then going out to get the bus, 
find the buses departed.   Therefore some pupils are skipping collecting items they have 
produced and paid for.    Again, a slight retiming of departure would alleviate this. 
 
f) There are instances of pupils with a priority pass and a paper slip for the afternoon bus 
not getting on a bus home.     
 
It is vital all issues are addressed before the start of the new term and the darker mornings 
and late afternoons are upon us. 
 

Bus timetable information –  
Perth Road and Nethergate  

 

A constituent contacted me recently about the electronic bus 
timetable information (IBIS Interactive Unit) in Nethergate opposite 
Park Place and audio facility on Perth Road near Grosvenor Road, as 
follows: 
 
"I happened to try the “audio” facility at the eastbound (north side 
of Perth Road) stop at the Harris site the other day.  It isn’t working 
properly.  It belts out a response at loud volume, but that’s maybe 
the problem: there must be “feedback” within the system, or some 
sound imbalance, because it’s quite impossible to understand 
what’s being said: the words are drowned out by the general noise. 
 So passengers with poor eyesight get no information. 
 
Also, it’s a great pity (in my view anyway) that the only timing information now available on-
screen here and at Queen’s Hotel is the “buses due in next hour” times.  All very useful, but 
what happened to the actual timetables which you used to be able to call up on screen?  Not 
there any more.  It would be useful to have them (I needed to check one recently, for use on 
a return journey later in the day) – I had to go to the office and get the timetables on the 
web.  No doubt I could have walked to the next stop and got them.  But why withdraw the 
info from the actual stop?" 

 
Having contacted the transportation team at the City Council regarding this, I have now 
received the following helpful response: 
 
"I reported the IBIS unit faults as soon as you informed us and I believe they are now fixed.   
 
We discussed the IBIS units at length in our quarterly progress meeting with VIX ACIS, where 
VIX informed us that tests have been carried out on the IBIS unit down south to try and 
eliminate all of the issues. 
 
These tests have been successful and the improvements will be rolled out to our IBIS units 
shortly. 
 
In the meantime, if the IBIS units in situ fail at all, please do not hesitate to contact us, and I 
will log the fault and make sure they are repaired asap." 


